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The elastic strain distribution and the band structure of InAs/GaAs one-layer quantum ring
superlattice with square symmetry has been considered in this work. The Green's function
formalism based on the method of inclusions has been implied to calculate the components of the strain tensor, while the combination of Green's function method with the
Fourier transformation to momentum space in Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian has been used for
obtaining the miniband energy dispersion surfaces via the exact diagonalization procedure. The dependencies of the strain tensor components on spatial coordinates are
compared with ones for single quantum ring and are in good agreement with previously
obtained results for cylindrical quantum disks. It is shown that strain signiﬁcantly affects
the miniband structure of the superlattice and has contribution to the degeneracy lifting
effect due to heavy hole-light hole coupling. The demonstrated method is simple and
provides reasonable results for comparatively small Hamiltonian matrix. The obtained
results may be useful for further investigation and construction of novel devices based on
quantum ring superlattices.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Semiconductor heterostructures containing zero-dimensional objects, quantum dots (QD) and quantum rings (QR) have a
wide range of potential applications as new or improved active elements in a number of optoelectronic devices [1,2]. QRs are
of particular interest due to their unique electronic, magnetic, and optical properties [3e6]. In most cases, these structures are
fabricated with an intrinsic elastic strain ﬁeld arising from the lattice mismatch between the QD and matrix materials [7].
Knowledge of this strain ﬁeld is crucial for further device modeling since the strain substantially modiﬁes the band structure
which, in turn, strongly affects the performance of optoelectronic devices [8,9]. Some experimental methods such as the
deep-level transient microscopy and the photoluminescence measurements have been used for examine the conﬁning potential and the carrier energy spectrum in InAs/GaAs QD systems. This studies demonstrate the existence of the energy barrier
for carriers at the InAs/GaAs interface as predicted by theories [10,11].
Recently impressive progress has been made in the ﬁeld of manufacturing of ordered structures composed of two or three
dimensional arrays of QRs [12]. For example, stacked layers of self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs quantum rings have been studied
for laser applications by Suarez et al. [13]. Laterally ordered InGaAs QRs have been fabricated by a simple technique with
combination of ordering quantum dots by strain engineering and dot-to-ring transformation by partially capping [14]. This
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technique has been shown to be capable of fabricating the large scale ordered QR structures for many applications such as QR
solar cells and lasers.
In this work we have obtained theoretically the dependencies of the strain tensor components on spatial coordinates and
the miniband dispersions for electron and hole in a one-layer superlattice (SL) composed of InAs/GaAs QRs using the Green's
function technic based on the method of inclusions [15] in combination with the Fourier transformation of the Pikus-Bir
Hamiltonian. The present work continues our previous study of interdiffusion and Rashba spin-orbit coupling effects on
the band structure of one-layer QR SL [16,17].
2. Strain distribution
Using the Green's function method suggested by Andreev et al. [9] an analytical expression can be obtained for the Fourier
transform of the strain tensor which has the following form for a single quantum ring (SQR) in materials of cubic symmetry:
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is the Fourier transform of the shape function of the QR [16,17] with inner and outer radii R1 and R2 , respectively, and with
height h, J1 ðxÞ is the ﬁrst kind Bessel function of the ﬁrst order, C11 , C12 , and C44 are the elastic moduli of the matrix (GaAs)
material, Can ¼ C11  C12  2C44 is the parameter of anisotropy, ε0 ¼ ðaGaAs  aInAs Þ=aInAs is the initial strain [18], aGaAs and
aInAs are the lattice constants of GaAs and InAs respectively (see Table 1), x⊥ and xz are the components of the reciprocal space
vector perpendicular and parallel to the QR axis, respectively, i and j stand for Cartesian coordinates x, y and z. The summation
in (1) is carried out by the Cartesian components of the reciprocal space vector.
The components of the strain tensor for SQR and one-layer QRSL can be expressed as follows:
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where S0 ¼ ax ay is the area of the SL unit cell. In Eq. (4) the linearity of the elastic problem is taken into account which allows
to express strain component for QRSL by the Fourier transform of the strain component for SQR. The hydrostatic and the
biaxial strains are deﬁned as follows respectively:

εh ¼ εxx þ εyy þ εzz ;

(5)

and

Table 1
The numerical values of the lattice constant (LC), conduction band effective mass (CBEM), band gap energy (BGE), conduction band deformation
potential (CBDP), valence band deformation potentials (VBDP), Lattinger effective mass parameters (LEMP) and the Elastic moduli (EM) for GaAs and
InAs materials used in calculations.
Parameter

GaAs

InAs

LC (nm) [19]
CBEM (m0 ) [19,20]
BGE (meV) [20,21]
CBDP (meV) [22,23]
VBDP (meV) [22,23]
LEMP [18]
EM (1010 Pa) [22]

0.563
0.067
1519
ac ¼ 7170
av ¼ 700; b ¼ 2000; d ¼ 5400
g1 ¼ 6:98; g2 ¼ 2:06; g3 ¼ 2:93
C11 ¼ 12:11, C12 ¼ 5:48, C44 ¼ 6:04

0.606
0.026
strained: 785, untrained: 418
e
e
g1 ¼ 20; g2 ¼ 8:5; g3 ¼ 9:2
e
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εb ¼ εzz 


1
εxx þ εyy :
2

(6)

The numerical calculations of the strain tensor components are made for the following values of the structure geometrical
parameters: h ¼ 2nm; R1 ¼ 3nm; R2 ¼ 10nm; ax ¼ ay ¼ 22nm, and the center of coordinates coincides with the center of
one of QRs. The material parameter values which correspond to the numerical results in the present and the next two Sections
(3 and 4) are presented in Table 1.
Fig. 1 shows the diagonal component of the strain tensor εzz as a function of coordinate in three different directions (100),
(210) and (110). The solid, dashed and dash-dotted curves correspond to the three ﬁxed values of z coordinate, while the
dotted curve represents the strain component in a SQR at the plane z ¼ 0. First of all it can be seen that in the cases of z ¼ 0
and z ¼ 0:5nm there are abrupt shifts in the strain at the inner and outer edges of the QR in contrast with the case of
z ¼ 1:2nm (the dash-dotted curve) because the plane z ¼ 1:2nm does not cross the QRs. It is obvious that in the case of SQR
the strain component merges to zero for enough large values of the coordinate. In the case of QRSL the curves are presented in
the region of the SL's unite cell. The lattice constant of the ring material: aInAs ¼ 0:606nm is larger than the lattice constant of
the matrix material aGaAs ¼ 0:563nm. As a result the tensile strain increases when approaching to the ring's inner or outer
edge from outside the QR. Inside the QR the initial strain decreases when the value of the coordinate approaches to the values
of the inner or the outer radii. The negative (positive) value of the strain for z ¼ 1:2nm and for the values of the radial coordinate R1 < r < R2 is the consequence of the relaxation of the tensile (compressive) strain with going deep into the matrix
material in z direction from the QR surface. Eventually, in all three ﬁgures the curves which correspond to a SQR are lower
than others due to the stronger inﬂuence of the matrix on the QR. Our results indicate to the coincidence of the strain distribution for a SQR and QRSL when the superlattice constant is about 45nm.
In Fig. 2 the other diagonal component εxx is presented. The behaviors of the curves can be explained in a similar manner as
in previous ﬁgure. However, in contrast to εzz , there is a qualitative difference between the dependencies in (110) and two
other directions. Namely the compressive strain in the ring region in (110) direction is larger than outside the ring due to the
stronger inﬂuence of the matrix material in this direction.
In Fig. 3 the strain component εyy is presented. It is obvious that in the direction (110) the curves coincide with ones for εxx
due to the system symmetry (Fig. 3c). Comparing Fig. 3a, b and c one can conclude, that the tensile strain in the (100) direction
for r > R2 transfers to a compressive one in the (110) direction due to the material anisotropy.
The dependences of the hydrostatic strain on coordinate are presented in Fig. 4. It is well known that the hydrostatic strain
describes the relative change in the unite cell volume, so the different behaviors in different directions is only due to the
material anisotropy. The small variations near the ring edges are probably due to the interplay between the effects of the
material deformations in the xy plane and along the z axis. It is noteworthy that similar behavior of the hydrostatic strain was
observed for quantum disks by Tadic et al. by using three different methods: the isotropic elasticity theory, anisotropic
continuum model and atomistic calculations [22]. However the region of these oscillations is of the order of lattice constant,
so this is probably the result of the continuous mechanical treatment of the problem.
In Fig. 5 the dependence of the biaxial strain on coordinate is presented, which is responsible for modiﬁcation of the
valence band edge of the heavy and light holes (see Section 4).
It is clear from the symmetry of the system, that the shear strain component εxy ¼ 0 on the (100) direction, so only the
(210) and (110) directions are presented in Fig. 6. Note, that the initial shear strain, without the inﬂuence of the stresses is zero
both inside and outside the ring. So, as it is seen from Fig. 6b, the shear strain in (110) direction is positive inside the ring while
it is negative outside it.
The other non-diagonal element εxz is presented in Fig. 7. εxz is zero in z ¼ 0 plane due to the structure symmetry. In
contrast to other components there are no any abrupt changes in εxz strain at the edges of the QR. It means that the relaxation
in the ring and the matrix materials with moving away from the ring edge occurs in the same rate because of approximately
the same values of elastic parameters for both the materials. The dependences for QRSL and SQR in the ring region

Fig. 1. Dependence of the strain tensor component εzz on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions for three ﬁxed values of z coordinate.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the strain tensor component εxx on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions for three ﬁxed values of z coordinate.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the strain tensor component εyy on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions for three ﬁxed values of z coordinate.

(z ¼ 0.5 nm) are almost coincide. Note that for all three directions there are points where the value of the shear strain changes
its sign. These points coincide with the points in Fig. 1, where the derivative of εzz is zero.
3. Conduction band
Now, let us consider the inﬂuence of the strain on the conduction band edge and the electron energy dispersion in onelayer QRSL. We will assume that electrons make only two dimensional motion in the xy plane due to the very strong

Fig. 4. Dependence of the hydrostatic strain εh on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions for three ﬁxed values of z coordinate.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the biaxial strain εb on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions for three ﬁxed values of z coordinate.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the strain tensor component εxy on the distance from the QR axis in two different directions for three ﬁxed values of z coordinate.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the strain tensor component εxz on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions for two ﬁxed values of z coordinate.

quantization in z direction. This assumption corresponds to the case of QRs being sandwiched between to layers of insulator.
The consideration of the motion in z direction will lead only to small quantitative corrections in the electron energy. It is well
known that the conﬁning potential proﬁle Ec in the conduction band can be modiﬁed only due to hydrostatic strain:

DEc ¼ ac ðεh  εh0 Þ;

(7)

where εh0 is the ”initial” hydrostatic strain due to the lattice mismatch, ac is the hydrostatic deformation potential for the
conduction band in GaAs (Table 1) [22e24].
Fig. 8 demonstrates the dependence of the potential proﬁle on the distance from the ring center in three different directions both for QRSL (blue solid lines) and SQR (red dotted lines). The potential proﬁle for unstrained structure is shown by
black dashed lines. We see that the depth of the conﬁning potential decreases by about 60 meV due to strain. This effect is
more pronounced for SQR because of the stronger inﬂuence of the matrix material. One can also note the difference of behaviors of Ec in different directions both for QRSL and SQR, which is due to the material anisotropy. The electron energy
spectrum can be found from the Ben Daniel-Duke equation with following Hamiltonian:

Fig. 8. Dependence of the potential proﬁle in conduction band on the distance from the QR axis in three different directions (100), (210) and (110) for values of
parameters R1 ¼ 3nm, R2 ¼ 10nm, ax ¼ ay ¼ a ¼ 22nm.
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H ¼
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!
!
v0 ð r Þ is the SL potential in the absence of strain, p is the momentum operator, mð r Þ is the electron effective mass. The
periodicity of the Hamiltonian (8) allows to make the following Fourier transformations for the wave function j, the potential
!
!
proﬁle Ve ð r Þ and the reverse effective mass mð r Þ1 [17,24,25]:
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!
where g is the reciprocal lattice vector, u!
, V!
and m!
are the Fourier transforms of the Bloch function Uð r Þ, conﬁning
g
g
g
potential and the reciprocal effective mass respectively. Substituting (9) into (8) one can obtain the energy levels via exact
diagonalization procedure.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the dispersion surfaces of the ﬁrst ﬁve minibands of unstrained (a) and strained (b) QRSL in the ﬁrst
Brillouin zone. Comparison of Fig. 9a and b shows that the strain leads to the signiﬁcant upshift and broadening of all
minibands (about 40 meV). It is worth to note that the energies at all points of each surface are double degenerated due to the
structure inversion symmetry. There are additional points of degeneracy, kx ¼ ky ¼ 0 and kx ¼ ±p=a; ky ¼ ±p=a for the second
and the third minibands in both cases of strained and unstrained structure.

Fig. 9. Electronic dispersions of the ﬁrst ﬁve minibands of unstrained (a) and strained (b) QRSL in the ﬁrst Brillouin zone for values of parameters R1 ¼ 3nm,
R2 ¼ 10nm, ax ¼ ay ¼ a ¼ 22nm.
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4. Valence band
To study the valence band structure we have implied the four-band Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian [18,26] which has a simple form
for two-dimensional motion:

0

P  Q
B
0
B
H ¼@
Ry
0

0
P þ Q
0
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were

P ¼ Pk þ Pε ; Q ¼ Qk þ Qε ; R ¼ Rk þ Rε ;
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Vh is the potential due to the band offset, g1 , g2 and g3 are the Lattinger effective mass parameters [27e29], av , b and d are the
valence band hydrostatic, biaxial and shear deformation potentials, respectively. Taking Pk ¼ Qk ¼ Rk ¼ 0 in the Hamiltonian
(10) one can obtain an analytic expressions for heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) band edges [22]:

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ev ¼ Vh þ Pε ± sgnðQε Þ Q 2ε þ Rε Ryε ;

(13)

where sign ”þ” corresponds to HH band edge and ”” is for LH.

Fig. 10. HH and LH band edges in three different directions for two different cases of parameter values (a, b, c: R1 ¼ 3nm, R2 ¼ 10nm, a ¼ 22nm; d, e, f: R1 ¼ 2nm,
R2 ¼ 5nm, a ¼ 15nm). Dotted lines in a, b and c correspond to single QR.
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Fig. 11. Hole energy dispersions of the ﬁrst several minibands in the ﬁrst Brillouin zone for values of parameters R1 ¼ 3nm, R2 ¼ 10nm, ax ¼ ay ¼ a ¼ 22nm
(a,b,c) and R1 ¼ 2nm, R2 ¼ 5nm, ax ¼ ay ¼ a ¼ 15nm (d,e,f) without strain and HH-LH coupling (a,d), with strain but without HH-LH coupling (b,e) and with
strain and HH-LH coupling (c,f).

The band offset potential Vh ¼ 0:3ðEg;GaAs  Eg;InAs Þ [21] inside the QR and Vh ¼ 0 outside it. The corrections of the band
edge are considered due to the strain distribution with regard to GaAs matrix. That is why one should take the value of InAs
band gab Eg;InAs ¼ 784:56meV when strain is taken into account and Eg;InAs ¼ 418meV when considering an unstrained
specimen (Table 1).
Fig. 10 shows the HH and the LH band edges in three different directions for different values of QR inner and outer radii and
the SL constant. The red dotted lines correspond to the case of SQR. It is obvious from the ﬁgure that strain dramatically
changes the structure of the valence band and removes the HH-LH degeneracy. The HH band edge is shifted up and the LH one
is shifted down. Comparing Fig. 10a,b,c with Fig. 10d,e,f one can see that the separation of two bands is larger for the values of
parameters R1 ¼ 3nm; R2 ¼ 10nm; a ¼ 22nm due to the weaker inﬂuence of the matrix material. It is also clear that there is a
slight difference between the curve behaviors in different directions which is comparatively pronounced near the QR edges.
For large values of the distance from the QR axis the curves that correspond to SQR merge to zero, which is the valence band
edge for bulk GaAs.
Now, making the appropriate Fourier transformations for the Bloch functions for four eigenfunctions of Hamiltonian (10):
j3=2; 3=2〉, j3=2; 1=2〉, j3=2; 1=2〉 and j3=2; 3=2〉, and for all parameters: g1 , g2 , g3 , Vh and εij , one obtains a set of algebraic
equations for the Fourier transforms of the Bloch functions. The hole miniband dispersions are obtained by means of diagonalization procedure for the corresponding matrix in analogy with above mentioned case of conduction miniband.
Fig. 11 shows the hole dispersion surfaces for the ﬁrst several minibands in the ﬁrst Brillouin zone for values of parameters
R1 ¼ 3nm; R2 ¼ 10nm; ax ¼ ay ¼ a ¼ 22nm (a,b,c) and R1 ¼ 2nm; R2 ¼ 5nm; ax ¼ ay ¼ a ¼ 15nm (d,e,f). Fig. 11a and d are
obtained by neglecting the strain and the HH-LH coupling. Fig. 11b and e are obtained by taking into account the strain effect
but neglecting HH-LH coupling. And in Fig. 11c and f both the strain effect and the HH-LH coupling are taken into account.
Note that all surfaces presented in Figs. a, b, d and e correspond to HH. As is seen from the ﬁgure there are considerable up-
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Fig. 12. Dependencies of the hole energies on the inner (a) and the outer (b) radii of the QR. The blue dotted lines and the red dotted lines show the corresponding dependencies for only HH and only LH respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

shifts of minibands both due to strain and HH-LH coupling for SL with larger QRs (Fig. 11a, b, and c), while for SL with smaller
QRs (Fig. 11d, e, and f) the up-shift is observed only due to coupling. The reason of such a behavior is the absence of enough
deep HH energy levels in small QRs. The next effect that can be observed is widening of the shallow minibands due to strain
(the forth and the ﬁfth minibands in Fig. 11a and b and the second and the third minibands in Fig. 11d and e). This is the result
of tunneling strengthen due to the HH band edge up-shift in the barrier region (see Fig. 10). The comparison of Fig. 11b and c or
Fig. 11e and f shows that the degeneracy of the second and the third minibands at the points kx ¼ ky ¼ 0 and kx ¼ ±p=a; ky ¼
±p=a is lifted due to HH-LH coupling. It is noteworthy that the strain has its contribution to this coupling due to the term Rε in
the Hamiltonian (10). The coupling effect is more signiﬁcant for small QRs (Fig. 11 e and f) because of the closer minibands of
HH and LH.
Finally, in Fig. 12 we present the dependencies of the ﬁrst ﬁve hole energies on the inner (Fig. 12a) and the outer (Fig. 12b)
!
radii of the QR at the center of the Brillouin ﬁrst zone ( k ¼ 0). The blue dotted lines and the red dotted lines show the
corresponding dependencies for only HH and only LH respectively (by neglecting the HH-LH coupling and taking into account
only the effect of strain on the conﬁning potential proﬁle). First of all we see that in spite of the decrease of HH energy
(Fig. 12a, blue dotted lines) the total hole energy (Fig. 12a, black solid lines) starts to increase with the increase of R1 starting
from the values R1  3:5  4nm. The reason is the increase of the LH energy (Fig. 12a, red dotted lines) which effects on the
behavior of the total hole energy due to considerable HH-LH coupling in the mentioned region of the inner radius. The
detailed examination shows that the bottoms of the HH and the LH band edges approximately coincide at this values of R1 .
The same phenomenon is lied beyond the initial decrease of some hole levels with the increase of the QR's outer radius
(Fig. 12b). Namely, the initial decrease of the energies of the fourth and the ﬁfth levels is replaced by further increase for larger
values of R2 .

5. Conclusion
Summarizing, a combination of Green's function method for anisotropic continuum model with the Fourier transform to
momentum space has been implied for calculation of strain distribution and the miniband structure of one layer QRSL. The
conduction miniband dispersions are obtained in the framework of Ben Daniel-Duke effective mass approximation while for
valence miniband dispersions the four band Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian has been implied. The obtained dependencies of the strain
tensor components on spatial coordinates are in qualitative agreement with the results obtained by Tadic. et al. for quantum
disk structures. The comparison of the results obtained for QRSL and SQR indicates on more signiﬁcant effect of the matrix
material on the strain distribution inside the SQR. Considerable differences between the dependencies of the hydrostatic
strain components on coordinate in (100), (210) and (110) directions are observed not only for QRSL but also for SQR because
of the material anisotropy. It is shown that strain dramatically affects the band edges for electron, HH and LH which leads to a
signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of miniband surfaces in k-space. Namely, the deeper minibands are shifted up while the shallow ones
are widen. The lifting of the energy degeneracy at the points kx ¼ ky ¼ 0 and kx ¼ ±p=a; ky ¼ ±p=a is observed as well for hole
minibands, taking into account the strain contribution. The dependencies of the hole energy at the ﬁrst Brillouin zone on the
inner and the outer radii of QR indicate on the regions for R1 and R2 when the HH-LH coupling is signiﬁcantly large.
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We believe that this study will be helpful as a simple theoretical description of strain effect on the miniband structure of
QRSLs which are excellent candidates for fabrication of novel electro-optical devices such as intermediate band photovoltaic
elements.
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